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R.A.F.’S SUSTAINED OFFENSIVE

Nothing could better show the R.A.F. ’s power of sustained offensive at long

range than the continued 'bombing of the Baltic port of Rostock and the Heinkel

Works there. Last night, for the third night in succession, a strong force of

Lancasters, Stirlings, Halifaxes, Manchesters, Wellingtons, Whitleys and Hampdens
made the journey of more then 1,000 miles there and back and struck with precision.

The Germans may well have expected that the R.A.F. would be unable to hit so

hard and often at so great a distance from base: it ms only after the second

night's attack that they realised that the defences of Rostock would have to be.

strengthened. Last night crews reported more heavy guns round Rostock and an

attempt to prevent lew-level bombing by a curtain of fire from light anti-aircraft

guns, which must have been hastily posted -in the city. There were also more night

fighters than had been met on the two previous nights. One of these, a

Messerschmitt 110, was destroyed by a Wellington.

Night photographs of the attack on the previous night show that the Germans

had good reason to wish to reinforce the defences of Rostock, These photographs
show considerable fires in factory buildings in the southern part of the Heinkel

aircraft works beside the Marienehe aerodrome. In one photograph, taken one

minute before two o’clock in the morning, the fires can be seen well under way.

Three-quarters of an hour later another photograph shows how much the fires have

grown. There are many photographs showing fires in the port and centre of Rostock,

In one of these may be seen a remarkable volume of smoke coming not only from fires

which are seen in this photograph, but also from fires farther away. An east wind

is carrying the smoke right across the town; it undoubtedly comes from warehouses

burning along the waterfront.

Even the crews who arrived at Rostock towards the beginning of last night’s
attacks reported fires and great quantities of smoke. It was as heavy an .attack

as those on the two previous nights.

Last night Stirlings also penetrated a great distance into Southern Germany
and as far into Central Europe as Pilsen, where the great Skoda Works were bombed

from a very low level.


